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Introduction

Hayyim Vital (1542-1620) is known primarily for his activities in the field

of kabbalah. He recorded anel edited rile kabbalistic teachings of his mas-
ter Isaac Luria in the Sbemanah She'atiffl and added his own interpretation.

Thanks to his activity Lurianic Kabbalah became the dominant system of

Jewish mystical thought, eclipsing all others. But he was active in other lit-

erary fields as well. His Sefer ha-Hesgonot (Book of Visions) is an impressive

autobiographical document which chronicles his inner emotional stmt^dcs

and their manifestations in his dreams as well as his daily life.
2 In addition

to his esoteric works, he composed responsa, commentaries on the

Talmud, and sermons.

About the special interest he took in secular sciences we are informed
by his work on astronomy entitled Sefer hn-Tekhnnah, and In' his Kobloifeb

•ui'ah (Practical Kabbalah and Alchemy), which is extant in

ed by A.Z. Aescoly, Jerusalem, 1944. For a ret

raphy to which the a,/"' (W/,;w( helunes s t



an autograph MS in the Musayoff collection/' Gershom Scholem was the

first to draw the attention of the scholarly world to this text in an article

published in 1925. 5 Meir Benayahu dealt with it in two articles and in his

monograph on the "biography" of Vital's teacher, Isaac Luria (the An). 1
' In

the articles he gave a brief description of the MS, its history and contents,

as well as some concrete examples of different remedies recommended by

Vital; in his monograph Benayahu discussed the texts dealing with exor-

cism.
7

After Vital's death in 1620 the MS passed into the hands of his son,

Samuel, who added indices" and some incantadons in Ladino.'' It had sev-

eral other owners as well, some of whom added material of their own. 10

On the date of composidon of this MS, Benayahu remarks that it was

penned in Vital's later years, after 1610, while he was living in Damascus.

He notes, however, that Vital was already engaged in the study of magic

and science when he was still a young man, between 1566 and 1568."

Structure oj the text

The first part of the Kdbihihth Ma'as/f, originallv consisting of nine folios

with different praxes by means of holy and demonic names, seals and

incantations, is no longer extant. The second part, fols. 10a-33b, contains

a variety of operadons, natural and magical, as well as remedies. The third

part of the MS, fols. 34a-101b, deals with chemical operations concerning

the seven metals. It consists of two sections, fol. 34a-fol. 47b, and fol. 48a-

fol. 101b. The latter section is divided into two sub-sections. In the first

sub-secrion, lol. 48a 54b, Vital records experiments which he performed

with some success, but which he did not repeat often enough to verify.

The second sub-section, fol. 55a-fol. 101b, contains experiments which he

did not carry out himself, but either derived from ancient sources or heard

from reliable informers. 12 The fourth part of the MS probably covers fol.

Hawim "Vital," Qorel IX, 5- 6, Jerusalem 1987, pp. 9
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102a until fol. 109b; it deals with things which Hayyim Vital heard from
true informers and which were thoroughly tested.

1
' The fifth part, from fol.

110a until fol. 123a, contains praxes which Hayyim Vita] found in books,

and which he did not try, or did not try successfully.
14

The following sections have been added to Vttal's original text:

1. Fols. 2a-4b: a list of plant names in Ladino by R. Shlomo Musayoff;

2. Fols. 7a-9b: heterogeneous material, for instance, a section with different

amulets against the plague by Vital and Abraham Azulai.

3. Fols. lla-15b: different remedies and amulets; for instance, an amulet by

Shalom Mizrahi against the plague (fol. 14a).

4. Fols. 116a-b: fol. 116a contains two fragments entided "Arba
e

Kittot

she-Einan Meqabbelot Penei Shekhinah," and '"Inyan Hibbut ha-Qever"

added by Hayyim Vita! himself, and introduced by the remark that they do
not belong over here; fol. 116b deals with a variety of subjects.

5. Fols. 118b-120b: this section contains a variety of magical praxes and
subjects.

6. Fols. 125a-126b.

7. Fol. 129b: To this leaf material was added by Samuel Vital,
15 and by his

son Moses.

8. Fols. 130a-153b: indices, added by Samuel Vital.
1 "

'/fa- work- hi historical context

The text of the Kabbalah Ma'asit covers a wide variety of subjects, mostly

in the form of practical recipes, in the fields of magic, medicine, technolo-

gy, metallurgy and chemistry." A collection of so many different recipes

from these fields in one composition does not make the Kabbalah Ma'asit



similar to encyclopaedias composed by Jewish physicians, such as the
Sberiki Bmunah by Me'ir Aldabi (c.1310-1360), which is basically a popular
medical encyclopaedia, 1

" but to a genre of "catch-all recipe books" or "do
it yourself formularies" known as the "books of secrets." 19 Such collections

were, as Multhauf remarks, "made up with slight discrimination from many
sources medical, alchemical and practical, and achieved enormous populari-

ty in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries."3" One might say that Vital's

Kabbalah Mtfasit is a kind of Hebrew counterpart to these "catch-all recipe

books," the prototype of which may have been the 13th century Uber sacer-

dotum. In Arabic literature such a treatise has not yet been discovered. 21

Vital made his collection even more complete by adding magical material

to it. Sometimes the recipes recommended by the author in the various

fields discussed by him, like magic, medicine, and technology have a dis-

tinctly Jewish character.

Vital's Ktibboiiib Md asii displays an aspect of his personality completely
different from the one revealed to us in his theosophic works. In it he
stands revealed as someone deeply involved in major scientific areas, not
only on a theoretical level, but also on an experimental one. Many of the

experiments reported in this work were performed by himself. His chemi-
cal experiments give us a picture of a chemist who not only describes and
assesses experiments found in chemical literature and known to the gold-

smiths," but also tries novel procedures. Although he quotes the theory of
transmutation, alchemy plays no role in the central section on chemical

manufacturing processes. In these aspects his activity is reminiscent of that

of contemporary chemists who had, according to Holmyard, "shaken
themselves free from the bondage of the past and were extending the

bounds of empirical chemical knowledge."-1 His activity surpasses that of
the author of the Prvbierbuchlein, a small handbook for the use of miners
and mining chemists or assayers which was very popular in the West from
the 16th until the 18th century. 2 '' For its author had, according to Cisco-

,i.ikl[ Siscd ;ind (Aiil Stank1 v Si
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Smith, "clearly not worried about whv things should be done the way they

were, and he never encourages experiment to find a quicker, better, or

even cheaper way of achieving his ends.""

The section on magic, which betrays the strong influence of Ashkenazi

sources, shows us someone deeply involved in magic, on both the theoreti-

cal and active planes, and absolutely convinced of its efficacy. Magic played

a central role in the daily life of the people in the 16th century, both in the

Middle East and in Western Europe, as we know from the penetrating

study by Keith Thomas. 26 Magic was also an important aspect of 16th cen-

tury medicine, and many of the recipes recommended by Vital have an

unmistakably magical character. Animistic and magical lore was prominent

in the Near East already prior to Islam, and was thus a feature of medical

discussion from the very beginning, it was, for instance, prominent in the

composite Syriac Book of Mrdirnh-, "'which highlights a society in which
some practitioners had a detailed knowledge of the materia medica of
Dioscurides and the works of Galen and other formal medical writers, but

in which people were also wary of the evil eye, convinced of the powers
of charms and amulets . .

,"H Vital thus continues an old tradition com-
bining the data of scientific Galenic medicine with contemporary folklore.

The section on medicine portrays Vital as a practising physician, thor-

oughly acquainted with medieval scientific medical theory. This theory is

based on the works of Galen (2nd century AD), which were by the second

half of the ninth century almost completely translated into Arabic and thus

accessible to Arabic and Jewish physicians. The compendia comprising

summaries of Galen's major works, produced in Alexandria and called the

"Summaria Alexandrinorum" were also readily available in translation.

Galen's teachings thus had a dominating influence on Jewish and Islamic

physicians, including Vital.
28

But the Kabbalah" Ma asit not only shows us different aspects of VitaFs

personal activity, but also of the economic life of Sated in his days. Galilee

in general and this city in particular profited much from the large influx of

exiles from Spain in the 16th century. It became an important center for

the manufacture and sales ot fabric, which was concentrated around a par-

ticular marketplace and which provided ample employment for Rabbis and

scholars. Other special markets were for the traders in currency, especially

gold and silver, and for agricultural products. The different facets of the

Frankc, Vm-lemngm liber die Median im hi,



Safed economy arc re flee red in many recipes featuring in this composition.

Another interesting aspect of this work is linguistic. Vital employs a

remarkably varied terminology, and many of the technical terms in his

recipes are in Arabic, which are often accompanied by the relevant term in

Ladino.M In some cases Vital uses Greek'" and Portuguese 11 terms, and
once a Turkish'2

, a German,33 and an Italian term. 34 The Arabic technical

terminology betrays a thorough familiarity with the standard vocabulary as

it features in the relevant Arabic literature. In one case magical praxes are

recommended containing adjurations in Arabic,
1
' and in another case

recipes for the coagulation of mercury arc given in Arabic.'"' The Hebrew
vocabulary employed by the author contains several technical terms which
are not found in the dictionaries of Ben Yehuda and Even Shoshan. 3

"

Examples are: Iw-May//// ha-Hd^ujiai (nitric acid;"; Cajril /mi- J

'

.avail (white

lead)'"; Ah/ab Sbcten (sal volatile)
1

"; hLiri- ha-Ban$l (iron channel)." The term

/:rc/i ttohiin (touchstone)'
1

" docs feature in the dictionaries, but is registered

as modern by Even Shoshan,43 and as post-Geonic by Ben Yehuda, 44 while

the example given by him is from the Resbti UmmtdMm by Barukh Lindau

(1759-1849).



Sources

The following sources are explicitly quoted by Vital: 1. Ramban (Moses

Nttchmanidcs). 4
' 2. R. Lappidot."' 3. hu-Raiuaq (R. Moses Cordovero).

47
4.

ha-Ashkena^i (Isaac Luria).
4 " 5. R. Fl'azar ibn Yohai.'" 6. R. Abraham

Abukarat. s" 7. Sefer Leqah Tov.^ 8. Commentarv on the prayers by R. Joseph

Zayyah.B 9. R. M. ha-Zarfati.
1

' 10. R. Moshe Ben R. Levi.
54 11." R. Barukh

Zarfati.
5' 12. Ibn Slna* 13. R. Y.T. Zahalon.'" 14. R. S. Sirillo." 15. David

ibn Rosh." 16. Sefer Kaf ba-Qetoret." 17. Sefer Serapiimi." 18. Sefer Mesne." 19.

R. Nethan'el," or R. Nethan'cl ha-Toklmi (the astronomer)."' 20. Sefer

Mafte'ah ha-Refn' ah by R. Elisha' the physician."' 21. Moshe Gallena." 22.

le (see section I, no. 3).

Ksawayh (777-857), see M Mil 1 II 11 h Jer Orientalistik I,

zungsband VI, 1), Leiden/koln Iv^n, pp. 112-5. Vital quotes a «,//.w (electuary) to strcngth-

:u|ui bu-Seutullof" from the "Gedolei ha-Hakh.tmim" iltminent Suites;.



Sefer ha-Rimmon of R. Sa'adyah ibn Sa
c

Td.
6~ 23. Sefer Mar''of ha-Zove* ot.

w
24.

Rasbi, who received this tradition from R. Joseph ha-Kohen.69 25. Sefer

Sbevilei Emunah (Paths of faith);
11

26. Sefer Sod Yesharim? 27. R. Yehoshu'a
Album. 73

28. The ToseftaP 29. Sefer Kelalei ha-Maimt by R. . . . Crescas?"' 30.

Ha-Rambam (Maimonides)/ ,

31. Ha-Ri%* 32. R. Judah hc-Hasid."

Since the text is not very well organized and similar material can be
found scattered throughout, 1 have sorted the recipes into four basic cate-

gories that reflect the interests of the author. These categories are: T.

Magic/* II. Medicine. III. Technology. IV. Metallurgy and Chemistry. At
the end of my survey I add a section with some material belonging to nei-

ther of the mentioned areas, but rather to that of folklore, superstition,

'. Since Vital's treatise is very extensive containing hundreds

>K, V„. / ,/,,, 16,. u

11 (set

:companicd by a

te 350).

Tic following text is cited from this work:
"

" This text is quoted twite: a. hoi. iVIb, n<>. 242: This quotation, di

vj. birth for a woman, namcK, 271 days, 2^W days, or 222 days, di

crsion edited by Daniel ( hanan Man, //, IW,k of Minvrs: Sefer Ma
'ebitdab he-lhmd, Chico, Scholars Press, IW2. It is thus another indie;

od mystical secret) hie'

'

f (Nun : 16), fi

]"ir< liL-eiii'i: .!

ih Aryeh of Modena (1571-1648).

a popular encyclopaedia, com]



Because of his youthful obsession with magic between 1566 and 1568,

when he used to visit fortune-tellers, Yitnl was rebuked by his teacher

Isaac Luria. When he heard about these magical experiments of his stu-

dent, Isaac Luria told him to "rectify" (k-Taqqen) the two and a half years

that he neglected his study of the Torah."" However, Luria was not
opposed to magic, and especially that of holy names, on principle; his

opposition was rooted in ritualistic considerations, tor instance, that his

generation lacked the required degree of purity, that it wanted the ashes of
the red heifer, or that the holy names had become distorted in the process

of transmission. 1" 1

Vital repeats these reasons in his warning against their

use as aids in the mystical ascent in his $ha
c am Qedushab, which he com-

posed around 1590."' From the text of the Kabbalah Ma'asit, however, it is

evident that Luria's attitude towards the use of holv names was not always

negative. Havvim Vital records an incantation against robbers consisting of

the holy names YH YHWH Zeva'ot TG'SH, which he received from
Luria, and which he reports has been tested."' In Sha'ar Rif ah ha-Qodesh

Vital relates how he heard from Rabbi S. Sagis that Luria's father was
saved from robbers by means of an incantation of the name MZM/.YT.''
The extent of Vital's own magical activities is revealed in his statements

that he wrote more than two thousand amulets for the protection of the

new-born against Lilith and that they were all effective, and that he has

repeatedly tried an incantation against a roaring sea.
84 Even if one allows

tor exaggeration, such statements surely indicate a protracted period of
magical activity. It is i here fore reasonable to assume that in spite of the

rebuke by his master, Vital continued to practice certain kinds of magic
while living in Safed, especially those connected with his activity as a

physician. 85 But when he moved to Damascus around 1598 and started to

„r,.i OalJhJ:.
|
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study with R. Yehoshu'a Album, he not only continued these magical

practices, but became deeply involved in other ones as well."" It was here

that he consulted an Arab exorcist named Ibn Ayyub in the year 1604 with

regard to a severe illness affecting his eves."" In 1609 he accompanied R.

Yoseph Scgora to consult another .Arab exorcist, who in his turn visited

Vital the next day.
8
' In 1610 R. Yehoshu'a Album adjured an angel to

descend for consultation by Vital."
1
'

Prominent themes in the field of magic treated in the Kabbalah Ma'a.wf

1. Necromancy: The "She'elat Halom" praxis, in which one adjures the

dead to appear during one's dream in order to answer a question. Vital

remarks:

Vital's many and variable accounts of the "She'elat Halom" technique,'"

probably reflect its importance to his contemporaries. Moreover, we know
that he actually rested several variants of this praxis, the results of which

experiments he recorded in the section entitled: "I also tested these magi-

l-'or Dun-hill, already tV;iH : nn;_>. in Rabbinic :iru-,KUiv '\'H />'
:
r

:

,;/.„,' Is.: as angd of the dead, set



cal techniques, but without success.
""

, One of these techniques which he

learned from R. Lappidot, is described as follows: "Pronounce the verse:

'Open my eyes that I may perceive etc.' (Ps. 119: 18) thirty-three times.

Ask your question and go to sleep. But take care not to get angry during

that whole day.'"
1 '

The "She'elat Halom" praxis is well attested in medieval literature. It

features in the writings of the Hasidci Ashkenaz (12th-13th century),

whence it entered the literature produced by the K:\bbalists of Spain (13th-

15th century). It features, for instance, in the Ma* amar 'a/ ha-A^ikt ha-

Semalit by Isaac Ben Jacob ha-kohen (13th century).* Later we find the

same technique being employed by the Kabbalists in Safed (16th-17th cen-

tury). However, the praxis was not restricted to those seeking mystical rev-

elations. Several I lalakhic authors refer to this technique for solving legal

problems. Jacob of Marvege (13rh century) devoted a monograph entitled

Sbe'elot u-Tesh/iro! mi Int-Shd/i/ayi///, to the 1 lalakhic insights he gained using

this method."" A "She'elat Halom" often involved special preparations,

such as fasting, ritual cleaning. ;um\ the wearing of certain garments. Such

preparations may have induced an altered state of consciousness. The
answer to a "She'elat Halom" usually consisted of a Biblical verse which

was interpreted according to certain rules. A different version of this tech-

nique, mentioned by Vital, is the "She'elah be-Haqiz," in which the

answer to one's question was received when one was awake.""

2. Magical tricks. To find out which of three people is holding the gold

piece, which the silver piece, and which the copper piece, in their hands,

or to discern the precise hour of the day or night."" To create an optical

illusion Vital suggests that one:

io dealt with it extensively in :i seminar pvtn at TV 1 kbrew University in tt

>l. 64b, no. 1U8; fol. 117b, n<



Other optical Illusions discussed arc those of a house full of snakes or of
vines, and a house through which flows a large river."" These magical

tricks belong to the category of ivnmj, a term derived from the Persian,

which designates the operations of white magic, such as fakery, counter-

fakery, and the creation of illusions. These techniques were already popular

in Hellenistic times, and can be found in a literary genre called kinurass

(physica), allegedly originated by Bolus of Mendes (c.200 bc). This subject

enjoyed a great popularity in the Muslim world judging by the large num-
ber of monographs treating it.

1 "'

3. Favour. The following incantations and amulets arc recommended: "If

you mention the name ATNIQ 1
" 1

prior to your appearance before a ruler

who is angry with you, you will find favour in his eyes. "If you hang [the

name] ZMRKD on a silver plate on your arm you will find favour in the

eyes of the king.""
14 Another technique to find favour with kings and

rulers, which technique Havyim Vital rook from the Rama? (perhaps Moses
Cordovero), is to make a ring from metals such as silver, gold, copper, tin,

lead, iron, and bronze; it should be prepared on Saturday night before

cockcrow, under the asirologic;it sio-n Sainnarius. ' According to a tradition

derived from ha-Ashkenay (Isaac Luria), a magic ring must be made of
gold on Monday or Thursday during the reading of the Torah, or accord-

ing to another version, when the cock crows during the week of the por-

tion "Jacob lived."
1* Then one should engrave the name BPY' 1 "" on the

ring and concentrate one's thoughts on him who is to wear it. The bearer

of the ring will find favour in the eyes of kings and rulers, just like Joseph
when he stood before Pharaoh. 11 "1

4. Protection: tor trim-Hers: Different incantations are recommended for

dangers such as enemies, robbers, demons, and losing one's way. 1 "9 A dis-

tinctly Jewish praxis recommended for someone who has lost his way, is to

imagine the place where he left the willow-branch and Lulav on Hosha' na

A, 92b, nrs. 183-1-, 186.

'Ayin" (Gen 49: 22) is not clear to m'c.



Rabba after their ritual use. If, for instance, he left them at the east side of

his house, his mental im;i^c of the L/ilnr and willow-branch will point him
to the cast, and before he has travelled one or two miles he will find the

way."u Another praxis deals with the miraculous shortening of a traveller's

journey which is called "Qefizat ha-Derekh." 1 " This phenomenon is men-

tioned in Rabbinic literature in connection with the Biblical figures of

Eliezer, Jacob, and Abishay Ben Seruya and recurs in medieval magical,

mystical and homiletical literature.
:

-

' In Islamic magical literature it is called

"tay al-ard" (the folding of the earth)."
1 A very interesting account of this

technique is found in a text attributed to Vital, known as "Ma'amar
Nesi

e
otav shel Avraham Avinu."" !

I samples (.if Otj/^i/b in published mysti-

cal literature — literature that was known to Luria and Vital — may be

found in Bent Meimbab.^ To protect seafarers from armed attacks Vital

gives a magical praxis derived from a liturgical commentary by Joseph

Xayyah, namely, to recite seven times: "Let the sea and all within it thun-

der" (Ps. 96: 11; 98: 7), while meditating upon the three letters YHW." 6

Against drowning Vital recommends a praxis which he received from R.

M. ha-Zarfati: to enter the ship with one's left foot first and recite three

times: "A'asbiles and Micha'el, rulers of the water.""' For protection in

stormy seas one should pronounce an adjuration which Vital tried repeat-

edly: "Say ten times: 'Ascribe to the Lord, O divine beings, etc' (Ps. 29)

and at the end of every recitation the name 'Adiriron'.""*

For prisoners: a variety of recipes is given, generally to effect magical

escapes.
m

In case the prisoner wants to escape from a tower too high for

a normal jump, he should pronounce the "name of the jump and fall"

{Sbem ha-DUlug irc-ba-Xefilab): 'B\RH WKB' B'RP7 :" and then say: "In

His hand is every living soul and the breath of all mankind (Job 12: 10);

Into Your hands I trust my spirit, You redeem me, O Lord, Faithful God"

i, iinslnjiw ,! m,i«k. Ions I'.Jtff

vpt, Jews. 1959. fol. 8aft. ,

it magical technique tc



(Ps. 31: 6), and then jump.
121 Evidently Vital remained unconvinced of the

efficacy of this praxis, for he warns that one should only attempt this

"when necessary."

.-{on/itsf enemies: "Say in your heart: 'Yala Zimzumo Hamfako'; tested by

Rabbi Abraham Abukarat, of blessed memory, who was pursued by a gen-

tile with a drawn sword but saved."
122

Against robbers: "Say three times in the correct order and three times

reversed: 'Terror and dread descend upon them' etc. (Ex. 15: 16); pro-

nounce the name TFTFYH 12

\ which is the result of the initials of Tqfe/u

Tafas Yeb/."'
2

' The injunction to do things in reverse is, as Trachtenbcrg

remarks, "a familiar characteristic of magic, whereby Biblical quotations

were often recited both forward and backward, mystical names were

reversed."
125 The intention was to "capitalize the mystery of the bizarre and

unfamiliar, and the power that is associated with the ability to reverse the

natural order of things."
121

' A recipe in the name of R. FJ^azar ibn Yohai

recommends recitation of the "Parashat ha-
f Aqcdah" 12 " with perfect inten-

A^diust torture: After several incantations of holy names. Vital refers to

another tradition he has found, namely, to imagine the name BYT in the

colour purple/ 2 " The technique of visualization is part of a tradition rooted

in the Kabbalah; various Kabbalistic texts mention it in the context of

prayer, where the different names of God or the Sefirot are visualized in

their specific colours.
1 " The name BYT appears in various contexts in

Lurianic texts (e.g. in the Kamvunut of Hanukkah, etc.). However, a close

parallel to the tradition recorded by Vital, can be found in Zobar bti-Rsq? a:

"Know that the name BYT, which is the result of the verse "Because he is

devoted to Me I will deliver him" (Ps. 91: 14) is good for protection. Its

numerical value is equal to 'HYH. Moses mentioned this name when he

appeared before Pharaoh." 131

.1. fo.i, tl.

)2, fol. 14b, as a protection against plagues.

1 1 t I I \1 ]\ 119-69, 70 6); see as well fo.

:
. L. Blau, Da i I i | st 1S9S, pp. S3,

:htenberg, ibid.



. [gainst hanging. Hayyim Vital recommends to wear an amulet with the

name ARQH1VL, which the Raimiq (Moshe Cordovero) handed over to

his teacher (Isaac Luria). If someone wears this amulet someone else will

be hanged in his place, but he will neither be seen nor recognised. "-

. \oanui dfiimiis and wild auitihds: "I found written in the Sefer Leqah Tovni that

if someone who keeps the "sign" of the Holy Covenant and does not
befoul it with any sin, is afraid of wild animals and demons, he should

uncover his "sign" and show it to them for then they will not be able to

harm him." 134 The "sign" of the Holy Covenant is the penis which through
circumcision becomes a "sign" of the Covenant between God and Israel.

Sins committed with this "sign", i.e. sexual transgressions, are therefore an

infringement on the Covenant itself. This idea is stressed repeatedly in the

Zohar. The statement that someone who shows his "sign" need not fear

demons, presupposes another Xohanc idea, namely, that ar the moment of

the circumcision a Divine name is engraved in the flesh [of the penis] of
the child, so that he does not an)' longer belong to the realm of die Devil

{sitra ahrd) and is protected against his plagues in this world and in the

world to come,"' Another form of protection from demons is the so-called

"Shir shel Pega'im" (Ps. 91), the medieval anti-demonic Psalm par excel-

{'itihis! die c/v/ eye: ( )ne of the praxes recommended by Vital is to place five

small grains of salt into one's mouth, every morning upon rising, then spit

them out into an earthen pot and urinate on them. 1 '"
It is well known that

belief in, and fear of, the power of the evil eve was widespread among
many peoples until modern times. According!), numerous means of pro-

tection were contrived. In the Islamic world the number five {khamsa) was,

and still is considered one of the most effective protective symbols. The

potation in the Sefer Leqab 7

n Miiniiiiioili, 3 vols., Jerusalem,

d Kaufmann, Berlin 1885, p. 59). I

no. 119, fol. 68b, no. 212, fol 71b,



quickest method of employing the symbol is to stretch one's five fingers

towards the evil glance of another person and say to him: "Five on (in)

your eye." Another method involves representations of the number five in

a variety of forms: five fingers, a bean-pod containing five beans, a penta-

gram or five-pointed star and many others, 138 Low refers to the use of salt

as an apotropaic ingredient under the Muslims and under the Palestinians

for protection against the evil eye.
139 He also refers to the custom of the

fellahin in Palestine to strew- salt amongst the crowd of onlookers during

the wedding procession through the village."" Bur salt was also used as a

protective device by Jews. See, for example, R. Shemtov Gaugine's Keter

Shem Tm.w

5. Success-. "If one says Uri'el thrice upon waking, and one's hands are

clean, one will be successful that whole day." 14- For success in every under-

taking Vital recommends an amulet containing Ps. 47.m
6. Memory: "Take three leaves of the R/ib/is sanctus (smeh)s

w on the first

leaf write TTYTYTYH; on the second SSS, and on the third leaf PPPYH;
erase the names with wine or water and drink this.

145 Even if one has only

learned Hun/ash (Five Books of Moses), his heart will be opened (Yippatah

Libbo)
u<

' so that the miracle will be great/"
1 A similar tradition against for-

getfulness has been preserved in the Heikhalot literature. It stipulates cer-

tain preparatory acts, such as immersion and fasting, and the writing on
three leaves of the olive tree.

14
" Another recipe is quoted by Vital in the

m dw/mht, Hildeshein

s, 4 vols., Vienna/Ld]
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name of Baruch Zarfati."'' To remember something one has forgotten one
should pronounce the name ZGNZG'L150 three times. 1 ' 1 The strengthening

of the memory by medical, magical and other mnemotechnical means
received much attention in ancient and medieval literature, that is, before

the invention of the printing press made books widely available. It was a

central theme for the adherents of Judaism and Islam because of their oral

traditions. Only by memorizing and retelling their religious traditions could

Jews and Muslims ensure the survival of their religions. Another example
of a magical memory technique provided by the Heikhalot literature, con-

tains a formula for conjuring the Sar ba-Torah (Angel of the Torah), a tech-

nique which enables the adept to study the Torah and to retain it

perfectly. 152 In fact, Vital questioned how this praxis which had been
employed by the great Tannaitic scholars R. Yishma'cl and R. Akiva, had
become prohibited. His master, Isaac Luria responded that later genera-

tions did not meet the requirement of absolute purity.
151 An admirable

summary and evaluation of the different memory techniques was written

byjudah Aryeh of Modena (1571-1648). In his LevAyefr" he distinguishes

between three methods of strengthening the memory: 1. the magical, 2. the

medical, and 3. the classical. Me was strongly opposed to the first two
methods, but regarded the third one, the classical method of the ancient

Greeks and Romans, positively.
155

7. LjiVti and halrvd behrmi wan and iiv/r. To win the eternal love of a man
Vital recommends the following magical praxis:

Another spell recommends that a woman who wants to win the love of

her husband hang the left eye of a hoopoe around her neck. For then he



will never love someone else, even if his own wife if very ugly.
15" This

love-charm is possibly derived by Vital from the Scfer lla~r el ha-Mnl\ikh:'"'

Trachtenberg quotes this charm amongst a small number of other charms
which "owe a great deal to German superstition, and can easily be
matched in non-Jewish writings." 15" To chase rival lovers away from a

women he recommends that her husband buy a small quantity of camphor,
and sew it in her garments without her knowledge.""' To make a man hate

his wife one should take some of the woman's excrement, put it in one of

her husband's shoes and say: "As this shoe stinks, so may so-and-so stink

for so-and-so and may she be hated by him as long as he lives.""
1 To the

realm of relationships between husbands and wives belongs a recipe to

draw the innermost secrets out of a reticent person: "If you put the

tongue of a frog on the clothes of someone who is asleep, opposite his

heart, he will answer all your questions.""'2 The earliest source for this tra-

dition is Democritus (Bolus of Mendes, c.200 BC), as preserved by Plinius:

"Democritus indeed tells us that if the tongue, with no other flesh adher-

ing, is extracted from a living frog, and after the frog has been set free

into water, placed over the beating heart of a sleeping woman, she will

give true answers to all questions."
11" This tradition was widely promul-

gated in different variations in ancient and medieval literature. Thus, in

texts attributed to Hermes Trismegisros: "If someone cuts and removes
the tongue of a frog while alive, and writes on the tongue
'chouochedamenof and puts it secretly on the breast of a sleeping woman,
she will tell him even-thing she has done in her life."""' Al-QazwTnJ (13th

century) remarks: "If its tongue be laid on the heart of a sleeping woman,
she will tell whatever she ma;- have done.'""' Al-DamTrl (14th century)

states: "If its tongue is hung on a sleeping woman, she will tell everything

she knows while awake."" Following Democritus ancient and medieval

superstition held that the same effect was achieved by the tongue and

5a, no. 92; fol. 109b, no.
158
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heart of various birds, such as the goose or eagle owl. It was also believed

that certain stones had the power to draw out secrets. Thus Marbode of

Renncs (1035-1123) notes: "He who desires to know whether his wife is

an adultress, let him place magnetite under her sleeping head.""
17

8. Supernatural talents: Invisibility:
LLGo to the nest of a raven, kill one of its

young without attracting the parents
1

attention, and bind it to the nest so

that they cannot throw it out. The male raven will then fetch a stone to

hide the dead bird from sight. Take this stone and place it under the

tongue, for then one will see without being seen.""
,H

To see demons: "Take the bone from a dog's foot, pulverize it and put the

powder in one's eyes at night, for then one can see them and converse

with them.""'-

To teach the iano/ia^e of rarens to one's child. When one's wife is pregnant one
should bury a raven's head on the roof of one's house, after one has put

dry- coriander seeds in the orifices [eye sockets etc.]. When she gives birth

one should take the coriander which is growing from the raven's skull,

extract its juice and put it on the palate of the child before it has sucked

or tasted anything. When it grows up, the child will understand the lan-

guage of ravens.
1

" The ability to understand the language of birds is part

of folklore in general. In the Jewish and Islamic traditions this gift was
particularly ascribed to Solomon." 1

Isaac Luna also had this gift, and in

particular understood the speech of ravens, as Vital informs us in his

Sha' ar ba-Kanwanot.™ Moreover, what Vital terms "Hokhmat Yedi'at

Zifzufei
e
Ofot" (the knowledge of the twitter of birds) was integrated into

Luria's theory of revelation (prophecy, holy spirit, Maopidim, etc.).
1

"
1

Automatic writing. YTHW'ZQYH should be invoked; the parchment should

be prepared by a Jew on the first day of the week, while the pen should

be made on the fourth day.1" This technique was common among certain

Jewish mystics after the exile from Spain for the composition of mystical

writings. One work composed in this way is the well-known Sefer ha-Mesh/r.

•ft 20), Wiesbaden 1977, p. 57.
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Other divinations containing incantations in Arabic enable one to discover

whether someone far away is alive or dead, and if someone will live or die

within the next year.
1™ Another praxis allows to find out which woman has

been decreed for someone by Heaven. 1

"

10. Exorcism: Vital deals with the exorcism of demons and evil spirits.
178

Fols. 121a-123b contain a detailed report on exorcisms performed by R.

Yehoshu'a Album in Damascus. Benayahu has discussed this material in

his Sefer Tokdot ha-Ari, and pointed to Album's influence on Havvim
Vital.

179 One method of exorcism not included in Benayahu's discussion is

"to write the name Bedafte"el on a piece of paper and hang it on the pos-

sessed; when the demon should be driven from the house, one should
pronounce this name in the four corners [of the house] morning and
evening for three consecutive days."""

1

In the case

been injured by a demon Vital advises:

The number seven was very popular in magical praxes, second only to the

number three. About the number nine Trachtcnbcrg remarks that "it

appeared hardly at all in Jewish thought until the Kabbalah shed its fantastic

light upon it. In the Jewish magic and superstition of Northern Europe nine

achieved a sudden importance for which there was no warrant in the Jewish
tradition. Demons have a special affinity for this numeral: tbcv congregate in

2 FoL 72b, no. 283.

Tim- ImnliLTg, op. dt, note 1



11. Personalgain: Tnasure-hu

k tln-L-r ,1

Since this magical praxis is intended for personal gam, it clearly belongs to

the realm of so-called "black" magic, which, after the boundaries between
white and black magic had become blurred, became an integral part of
treatises on "practical Kabbalah." 1 " 4 One of the ambiguities of this text is

Vital's final remark — what does it refer to? Does it refer to the use of

corpses, or to drawing blood from one's finger? Both of these acts are

problematic from a halakhic point of view. The major problems with the

use of corpses are: (a) desecration of the corpse (A/www/ b<i-Mef), (b) bene-

fit from corpses. The major problem with drawing blood is that Jewish law

forbids unnecessarily "wounding" the body. The use of human body parts

and animals in sympathetic magic is a central (heme in the Knfab miinift' al-

haymraii (On the benefits of animals), a genre initialed bv Xenocrates of

Aphrodisias (2nd century). He introduced the use of animal organs into

therapeutics and had a strong influence on the Arab authors who practised

and further developed this genre. One Arab author who dealt with these

praxes extensively in his medical encyclopaedia was al-Tabarl.
1^ Although

the use of human organs seems to have been exceedingly rare in Jewish

practice, it was very popular in medieval Christian Huropc. Christian magic

prescribed, as Trachtenberg remarks, "the most various and obscene ingre-

dients, such as human and animal blood, fat, hearts, sex organs, brains,

excrement, etc., for internal and external application, largely because of

their homeopathic virtues." 1 *'

If one wishes to hide a treasure in the ground, one should add some
iron to it, lest it be taken by the demons, especially after twelve months. 18

"

The use of iron as an anti-demonic agent was very common in the magic

of the Jews of Northern Europe. 18*



Parts removed from corpses were highly valued and v;

demand for thieves
1

magic in medieval Christian Europe. 1
'"

12. To eliminate one's enemy. "Take a male troy when your enemy is a man,
and a female one when your enemy is a woman; sew up its mouth and
eyes and all of its orifices and say: 'As I bind and sew up this frog, so mav
all the orifices of so-and-so be sewed up and closed/ Throw the frog

under the bed, and as it gradually shrinks, so will vour enemy until he
dies."

,,,1

This technique and many others mentioned by Vital belong to the

category of sympathetic magic. Similar techniques were known to the Jews
in medieval Europe. 1 "' Another praxis to overcome one's opponent even
when he is a king: "Hang the tongue of the hoopoe on the right side of
your heart." 1

'"

13. To mutnili-:-i the e/jeets of miv/c. Vital recommends several magical prax-

es. One of these is: "Take a living fish from the water, urinate in its eye,

put it back in the water immediately and sav: 'As 1 let vou tree so may I

be free from all the spells put on me and witchcraft practised against

me'.'"''
4 Another magical praxis for someone who has been bewitched is:



Another magical praxis deals with the specific case of someone bound by
witchcraft so that he cannot have sexual intercourse with his bride.

196

According to various Jewish sources the dangers besetting the bride and
groom culminate at the moment of sexual union on the wedding night.

For then the evil forces are most desirous to "frustrate the act that is

responsible for the propagation of human life."
1

'-17 How deeply people were
convinced of the reality of this kind of witchcraft is demonstrated by the

Responsa literature, which has preserved important cases involving witch-

craft.
108

Vital's interest in this magical praxis may well reflect his personal

experience. For in his Sefer ki-He^onof he relates how he was bound by
witchcraft for nine months when he married his wife Hannah.
Consequently he could not have sexual intercourse with her, and suffered

tr^m nocturnal pollutions. 1
'' 1

'

Finally, it should be noted that Vital formulates certain rules for the

writing of amulets: "When you cut the parchment say: In the name of

God; God, the Almighty of the Hosts, Be with us etc.; God, the Almighty
of the Hosts, blessed is the man etc.; God, the Almighty of the Hosts,

Save etc., and concentrate on the name MPZZ. And when you start to

write say:
l

I write this amulet in the name of God for-so-and-so for such a

purpose,' and while you repeat the word 'God' three times, you should

pass the amulet through both your hands." 2 "" This formula is only one of

several stipulations which feature in Ashkenazi Jewish magic. Other stipula-

tions are, for instance, ritual and physical cleanliness; certain types of mate-

rial, and certain times for the composition of the amulets.
21"

77. Medicine

Of the many different diseases treated by Hayyim Vital, some feature

repeatedly in his Book of Secrets.
202

1. Diseases of the Im/il and hnt/u: I hwhidn: for a severe headache Vital rec-

ommends the following concoction: "Take tine bread crumbs, knead them
with good wine and add pounded dry mint to it {Inerbabnena; nandfh

\
put

this on a linen cloth and apply it to the forehead from ear to ear; leave it



for a day or a night." 2 "'
1

Vital quotes the following recipe in the name of

Ibn Slna: "Take thirty kernels of peaches pounded with egg white and

apply this to the head."205

hur's/iahivss: Medieval phvsicians. following Galen, considered it a disease

of the brain, located in the posterior ventricle, and caused by excessive

cold and/or moisture. Accordingly, warm, dry drugs were prescribed in

order to restore the balance of the bodily fluids. One of the most famous
was huhlilb/ir fSemecarpus anacardium L., marsh-nut); this drug also figures

in the cures quoted by Vital. "" Jewish literature repeatedly refers to a com-
pound drug of varving composition called "haladhur qatan" as an antidote

for memory loss. Vital remarks that the Provencal scholars used to give it

to their sons every morning for "the opening of their hearts" (Pefihat

Lev),™

Blows on the head: Vital recommends a variety of compound remedies.20"

About the preparation of one remedy he remarks explicitly that it is

according to the habit of the physicians from Persia.
2™

2. Eye diseases: The text contains recipes for eye pain, red eyes, cataracts,

to clean the eyes, to sharpen eve sight, and for a variety of ophthalmic dis-

eases.
21 ' 1 A special section (fols. lOOa-KMb) deals with cataracts and their

treatment. The many references to eye diseases may serve as an indication

of their frequent occurrence in the Middle East Sources dating from pre-

Islamic times until recent years confirm this impression.211 both Vital and

his son Samuel suffered from eye problems at various points in their lives.

With regard to llayyim Vital, note the interesting story about his eye pain

and Luria's "cure" in Sha
c

iiv ha-\li~w>l.
:x

- Scholetn's remark: "After a severe

illness in 1604, his sight was impaired and at times he was even blind," is

based on Sefer ha-He%yo/iot,
m Thus, his early (1571 or 1572) symptoms of

eye disease became a full blown impairment later in life.

i: .in]-
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3. Toothache: Among the cures recommended by Vital we find the follow-

ing: "Boil the lower jaw of a lamb in water, take the bone itself, complete

and still warm, with the teeth attached to it; put it in your mouth and keep
it between the painful teeth; repeat this two or three times until the pain

stops, with God's help. Or fumigate with colocynth."2N Vital illustrated one
rather complicated magical praxis with a sketch of a mouth with thirty (the

accompanying text claims thirty-two) teeth and three magical names. The
sufferer was expected to carefully copy the text, pierce the magical names
with a nail and insert the point of the nail into the aching tooth. 215 Vital

explicitly states that he has tested one of his cures several times and found
it to be effective for people with a certain temperament.- 1 ''

4. Earache: One cure for earache caused by cold or defluction reads:

"Take an earthenware flask which is normally used for olive oil; empty it

completely so that not even one drop of olive oil remains; put it on the

fire so that it becomes hot; put your ear against its opening so that it will

receive the hot vapour rising from the flask; do this two or three times

and cover your ear immediately because of the cold." 21 "
Vital explains that

the reason why one must drain the olive oil completely is that purulent

matter falling from one's ear into the flask may cause the hot oil in the

flask to splash on one's ear and burn it.

5. Nasal catarrh ir<itmid!~<)}"'
:

": The definition of this disease given by Vital

— i.e., that it is a catarrh streaming from the brain to the nose — may be

traced to the ancients, and was generally accepted in Islamic medicine. It

presupposes the existence of open passages between the brain and nose.
215

One suggested cure consists of sniffing the smoke of burnt garlic cloves in

the morning and in the evening, and of covering one's head when one

6. Throat disorders: Among the remedies recommended for cough is the

following: "Immerse quince seeds in water overnight; in the morning crush

them, extract their juice, boil the juice with sugar; drink one spoon of this

evening and morning, for several davs."--
1

Vital claims that eructation may

™ Fol. 75b, no. 359.



occur when one is mentioned bv a triend

suggested remedy is to mention the nam
when the sufferer pronounces the name
him, the eructation will stop.'" The
injured neck muscles, tonsillitis (agalt

7. Intestinal diseases: (a) For worms i

mends pi H ions prepared from

:>r relative in one's absence. The
s of one's friends and relatives;

ame of the person who mentioned

;xt contains remedies for hoarseness,

), and croup. 22 '

the belly the Book of Secrets recom-

je blossom extract, mint extract, or

absinth. Lemon juice may also be efficacious, particularly it it is exposed to

the moon during the night and used in the morning with some saffron.
224

(b) Colics.
225

(c) Diarrhea: A cure for diarrhea accompanied by blood is to

drink two rat/-
11

' of sour milk {[hilar baa/n^b. tvdie agrd)F

8. Kidney and bladder stones: In an interesting case history Viral records how
he cured a two-year-old boy suticring from bladder stones who had been

unable to urinate for two days. Vital applied plasters to the stem of the

penis to soften the urethra, used different purgatives and potions to dis-

solve the stone, and means of a fumigation with cotton seeds to widen the

narrow urethra in order to extract the stone. 22*

9. Sciatica: A favoured cure for sciatica involves a clyster prepared from

three roots of squirting cucumber which have been boiled well and to

which olive oil has been added. If the pain does not disappear, one should

a young boy, mixed with olive

e been fried.
22 '

1

prepare two more clysters from the u

oil in which two or three cloves of ga

10. Haemorrhoids. One antidote state

add a small quantity of wax and srr

morning and evening." 2*'

"Fry e

ar this

ails (babosas) in sesar

i the haemorrhoids . the

«i, nn. 121,; 6,1. 102a, no. 1; fo

'2a. His, 275,2771 fol. "2b, n<



11. Skill diseases: Vital mentions exanthema i^iiiabini)-'"'- rrvchophvtosis

{neteq),
2il

garni*?' bobaq?' and sbebin.
2" A recipe for bohaq is: "Melt an

amount equivalent to one bean of corrosive sublimate isfdinidn) thoroughlv

in a small volume of water; apply this to the bohaq. Although it may hurt

allow it to dry naturally. One or two days later a fresh black boil will form,

which will dry until the scab can be removed and it heals. Know that this

12." Wounds: Sp<

sword, stone or knife.
21" The text ;

kinds of wounds.1'"

13. Bleedings: Vital offers several cu

nosebleeds. 2 ' 11 He also notes that the

from burnt eggshells and burnt myrtli

provided for wounds inflicted by

o includes generic remedies for all

s — some of them magical — for

favor a powder prepared

stop the bleeding caused by cir-

14. Fever, The text includes remedies — mostly consisting of natural

ingredients — for constant, tertian, and quartan fever.-
41 For tertian fever

the following amulet is prescribed:

- FoL 74b, nrs. 335, 338; fol. 81a, no. 97; feL 108b, no. 159; fol. 109a, nrs. 172, 179; fol. 109b,

no. 180; fol. 1 10a, nrs. 194-5.

/ 1
'

( Introduction by

S. Muntner. Register of Hebrew and Aramaic terms by Adolph l.owinger, transl. and ed. by S.

,
;

<V,7., |\ I.XXNIb "A skin disease, leprnsv. inila;;umrinn. proliferous boils, etc."

"" Fol. 19a, no. 123; sec as well fol. Bib, no. 1 l<); fol. 102a, no. 4.
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The requirement that the writer must know the name of the patient's

mother conforms to the Rabbinic dictum that "all incantations which are

to be repeated must contain the mother's name." J " Accordingly, in many
amulets the name of the mother appears next to rival of the patient.

244 For
quartan fever Vital quotes from "Sefer Serapioni": "If one takes three

roots from the herb called "falantini"242 with four and a half ounces of
wine which has been diluted with an equal amount of water, it cures tert-

ian fever; and if one takes four roots ... it cures quartan fever." 2 "

Serapion is the Latin name for the physician Yohannan bar Seraphyon who
composed c873, an extensive medical handbook in two versions: a larger

one comprising twelve Maqalat (chapters), and a smaller one comprising
seven Maqalat. The latter version was translated into Arabic by Musa ibn

Ibrahim al-Hadltl and Ibn Bahlul and, subsequently into Latin. The Latin

translation became vcrv popular and was frequently printed.
242

Vital records

his treatment of a patient of his who suffered from this kind of fever: on
the first day, when the patient felt cold, Vital administered nine jaldntini

leaves, and, when he had a fever, twenty didhiwr'' of falantim extract. The
second day he gave the patient eight leaves, but no extract. Every day
thereafter Vital administered one leaf less until, on the ninth dav, the

patient received one falautiiii leaf, and was cured. Next to these diseases

Viral discusses rhe following issues in the field of medicine:

Sleep dhtmtery. Vital discusses different sleep disorders and recommends var-

ious solutions, most of which are magical. To prevent sleep he recom-
mends that the patient bind the head of a bat in a black cloth and hang it

on himself, or place it beneath his pillow. 24" An alternative is to take a live

wolf, loosen its teeth with iron tongs, and remove two of them, and hang
them on his body. 220 To wake during the night and not to be overcome by
sleep Vital recommends recitation of the verse "When you walk it will lead

you" (Proverbs 6: 22).
221 These prescriptions may well reflect the custom to

rise at midnight in order to study Torah, to weep over the Cahit (Exile) of
ihe Sljt'khniah (Divine Presence), and to perform V//W//// (mystical medita-

r "unifications"). This custom became especially popular in Safed,

a fixed riruai railed //>/<///// IJaryf. In rhe context of

:e UUmann, op. cit., note (>'.



sleep disorders Vital mentions two sedatives to promote sleep.
252

Gynecekgy and obstetrics: Remedies of a magical character are especially-

prominent in the field of conception, contraception and childbirth. To
stimulate pregnancy the following recipe is recommended:

The Middle Ages were, according to Trachtenberg, "especially prolific of
fertility potions, many of them concocted of parts of animals which were
noted for their fecundity."25

" The same holds true for the Muslim world,

where a special genre of literature on the subject of bah (coitus) developed;

in this literature aphrodisiacs and fecundity drugs feature prominently. 2"

To prevent a miscarriage Vita! recommends magical praxes such as the

following: "When she is pregnant she should watch an ant hill; when she

sees an ant carrying one kernel of wheat in its mouth, she should take the

kernel with her thumb and middle finger, [being careful] not to let it fall to

the ground. She should collect seven kernels in this manner. She should

bind these in a rag and carry them on her."
256

However, Vital's Book of Secrets also contains formulae for contracep-

tives
25" and abortifacients. One of the abortifacients discussed is to fumi-

gate her uterus with burnt wheat. 258 These recipes for abortifacients arc

remarkable when one considers the fact that abortion was restricted by
Jewish law to cases in which the mother's life was endangered. 25,)

It shows
how deeply entrenched Vital was in the islamic culture surrounding him.

For the use of contraceptives and -.ibonifacients as a way of birth control

was permitted in the Islamic society, and was sanctioned by Islamic law.

The numerous discussions of contraception and abortion in different gen-

res of Islamic literature — medical, legal, erotic and popular — are wit-

.id., nrs. 371-2; for other recipes see fol. 92b, nrs.

ce Trachtenberg, op. rit, note 125 above, p. 188.

ol. 104a, no. 5£ fol. 105a, no. 89.



nesses to this libera] attitude.
3*1 On the other hand, preparations to induce

abortion wete known even in medieval Christian Kurope, where more con-

servative religious doctrines prevailed.
2 '' 1

For a difficult childbirth Vital recommends: "Write PWQ on her fore-

head; if she does not ^ive birth write \YPQ thrice; if she does not give

birth write QWP thrice; if she does not give birth write PQW thrice; if she

does not give birth write QPW thrice; if she does not give birth write

WPQ thrice. These are six combinations."-" 2 One of the rationales for

these permutations is the numeric equivalence of the term "maqom" — a

divine epiphet in Rabbinic literature, and perhaps more importantly the

term for "space", which there is too little ot at this point in the pregnanes

— and the permutations QWP etc. Vital prefaces another praxis with the

following remark:

s almost certainly identical with Solomon Sirillo, the famous

or on the Jerusalem Talmud. This text adds another dimension

to the portrait of this scholar, who is remembered solely as a legal schol-

ar.
264 In Arabic medical literature, especially In genres such as "medicine for

the poor", magic also figures prominently in discussions of conception and

contraception. 2 ''5

To prevent conception immediately after childbirth Vital recommends

that one take the first dish that she eats from after parturition, and place it

upside down under her bed. For as long as it remains in that position she

will not conceive.266

To ensure the survival of children Hayyim Vital recommends a tech-

nique mentioned by David ibn Rosh, namely, to call one's sons Gamli'el



or Zuti'eL367 For protection against Lilith he borrows a praxis from the

work Kaf ha-Qetoret: write on the head of a woman in labour the Biblical

verse "Do not deliver Your dove to the wild beast" (Ps. 74: 19)."" Another

form of magical protection against Lilith — who Vital comments, is also

called "burusha" (-bntxa) 12 " — is to hang the stone known as "ojo de

gato"270 or
("ayn al-hirr"'"

1 on a new-born child.
27 ' Vital records some of

his own experiences in the ongoing battle with Lilith:

Though he may have exaggerated the number of amulets that he wrote,

this account reveals how deeply involved Hayyim Vital was in magic, on a

practical as well as on a theoretical level. The use of hedgehog blood in

the praxis has parallels in Muslim literature. According to the Islamic natu-

ralists, the organs of the hedgchoo possess numerous therapeutic quali-

The various praxes recommended by Vital for the survival of infants are

a reflection of the high mortality rates in medieval Middle Eastern

Societies, particularly among new-born infants, children less than two years

old, and children of the lower socio-economic strata/"" Indeed Viral's own

971, pp7 1005-1038; Scholcm, op. rit.] mw I abme. pp. .W.-3f.l incl. bibliography).

nulieicuks . . . tjimi.- viiluanrLT liroxau miiiL-up.insiir" iDuaiiisa.: v\V:: Spanish, hr.'i.wr. Provencal.

"'
Spanish for ''cat's eye".

Al-TifashT, . }-l,ir :ii- ::lL:r a hiniLir ,ii-i,hi,lr, L-<I M. V its Lit' IhisLin and M. HasvunT KhafiijT, Cairo

977, p. 309 "cat's eye (quartz) si 02; (chrvsolxTvl flVA 1
2;"; <-f. |. Cluix-m Mullet, Essai siir hi



family, typical of others in the 16th century Middle East, suffered from an

elevated infant and child mortality rate. His eldest son Yosef, died at 18

months; his second son, Nehcmiah, died at age 13; his daughter Angela
died in Damascus in 1609, probably as an adolescent.

277

Vital also recommends natural remedies for problems engendered by
childbirth. Thus the text includes a treatment for a woman whose per-

ineum was severely torn by the hands of the midwife during the parturi-

Other gynecological issues discussed in Vital's Book of Secrets are a test

to determine if a woman's inability to conceive should be attributed to her

or to her husband, 2" 1

and another to discover if a foetus is male or

female.-*
1 To find out whether a girl is still a virgin Vital suggests the fol-

lowing: "take three dried tigs and a small quantity of pure frankincense,

ground them, mix the compound with water, have the girl to drink it on
an empty stomach and wait for a quarter of an hour. If she is a virgin, she

will have to yawn with such intensity that tears wilt almost come out of
her eyes." 2S1 When a widow who remarries after a long rime, or a virgin

with a narrow vagina, suffers from bleedings as a result of sexual inter-

course, Vital prescribes one qfrai;'
: of civet [alalia, -abaci) — odorous, of a

good quality, and unadulterated — which should be applied to the glans of

the husband's penis shortly before intercourse. 2"

Male sexual disorders: Vital discusses a variety of male sexual disorders. For a

man who suffers from impotence, especially when he has not had sexual

intercourse for a long time but has been craving it, Vital recommends a

»hfjwi (electuary) concocted from dates which have been steeped in goat's

milk, pine apples, and honey. The ingredients should be boiled and then

mixed with spices such as ash-tree, sweet reed, and galingale. He also

advises the impotent man to overcome his sadness and to strive for joy,

pleasure, and enjoyment with his wife/'
1

Although several Arab authors

had recognized the role of psychological factors in sexual disorders, it was
left to Maimonides to stress the primacy of these factors.

2 "' And Vital,

" Maimonuk's. // al-jima ': (lleb



whose erudition certain]} included Maimonides' legal, philosophical and
medical works, was undoubtedly influenced by his illustrious predecessor's

An anaphrodisiac that Vital recommends involves the focused recitation

of "Sanvi, Sansanvi, Semangelaf," 28
'' the names of angels usually invoked in

the Jewish tradition for the protection against Lilith.
287 To prevent a noc-

turnal emission Vital recommends several praxes. One of them is to eat a

small quantity of the seed of harmei. ;sh Another is to take a dirham of cam-
phor, place it in some pepper, bind it in cotton, and to hang it around

one's neck. 289 The importance attached to the prevention of a nocturnal

emission by Vital becomes understandable in the light of the fact that the

Zohar and, later, the Kabbalists of 16th century Safed regarded such

"wasteful" or "destructive" emissions as grievous sins.-" One indication of

how seriously Viral regarded this sin is the fact that some five years aftet
1

he had experienced an improper emission of semen he was still concerned

with the spirirual consequences of his act and attempting to achieve, a

complete Tikkun (rectification).-'" One of the most complete Tikkunim

found in Sha'ar Ru'ab ha-Kodesb is for "Shikhvat Zera
c

le-Bhattalah"

(wasteful emission of sperm).292 Also, as Samuel Vital notes,
211 -1 Luria inter-

preted the Shema recited before one retires at night as, in large measure, a

Tikkun for this sin.-'"

Pediatrics: In a section in which several children's diseases are discussed/'"

we find one of the rare instances where Vital discusses aetiology. In the

case of a young child who cries constantly, Vital mentions three possible

causes: (1) The child is wicked and bad-tempered. (2) He suffers from
abdominal pain. (3) He was always left alone when he was an infant and,

consequently, suffers from a spirit that comes to him from without and
causes him to weep. 2 '"' Other children's diseases treated in this section are

/ \ :7/.Ji,-r>/,; t/.' ,//,',/ /i,'/-:irn/,!,'/r,i;. 1 .1



epilepsy, mouth-ache, teething pain, and cough."" In this context Vital also

provides rare descriptions of the preparation of such remedies as oil of

-absinth (jarbo blauca: afsantni) and oil of mastic. Another case in which Vital

considers possible causes is that of extreme thirst in children. The causes

that he suggests are: (1) The flight of an owl {bwua) in the sky above a

child.
258

It is evident that this cause, which Vital claims to have verified

with his own eyes, belongs more to the realm of superstition and folklore

than to that of medicine. (2) Teething, which causes diarrhea and fever as

well as extreme thirst.

The manufacture of drugs: In one section of his Book of Secrets Vital

describes the manufacture of different svrups. His source of information is,

he acknowledges, "a work known ro the physicians for svrups {slumlbdlf'"'

and the like, which are prepared in various ways."300 In Arabic medical lit-

erature the medicinal syrups are described in special manuals on compound
remedies, called "AqrabadhTnat". Inspired by the translation of Galen's

work On the compound remedies, many Arab physicians wrote such hand-

books. Much of the information in the handbooks may be traced to the

classical medical compendia, including the oldest extant representative of

the genre, al-Tabari's i'irdairs al-hik/mi, which was composed in 850."" After

an introductory discussion about the clarification of sugar {clarified)' ha-

as/tkar)/'
: an essential ingredient for all syrups. Vital describes the manufac-

ture of such syrups as: oxymel {jo.win- o:;<-/oso, sikaujahTii), citron, pomegran-

ate, pumpkin (ca/aba-~ada), roots (ra/'ees) of parsley ipcieiil), asparagus (cspdrra-

gos), rose (rosado) and violet (rio/ado):'"'' Other manufacturing processes

described include the extraction of oil from wheat,
11 " and the production of

oil from egg yolk.303

Diseases transmitted by n-rmnr. Vital often discusses substances which kill or

repel vermin, such as snakes, rats, mice, ants, fleas, and lice, and remedies

for their stings or bites. Hazardous infestations were very common in 16th

century Middle East, when the majority of the population lived amidst

-n
Cf. ai-QalanisT,

. hfiuklS.ni, in

Verlag — Wiesbaden, p. 269, s.v.



squalor and dirt which attracted all kinds of vermin.'"" Magical praxes also

play a prominent role in Vital's treatment of vermin. To repel snakes he

recommends that one place pulverized garlic in their holes and in every

corner of the house; again, one may fumigate the entire house and its

holes with the horn of a stag."
1"" After a description of the effects of the

various snakebites, he suggests a combination of treatments, rational as

well as magical: "Tie the spot above the wound, and cut it with a lancet;

then press on the wound and squeeze it slowly while uttering a charm;

write this charm on the right palm of the patient, who must then lick the

charm; heat a round piece of iron and put it on the place around the

wound so that it will singe the flesh around it."** To cure someone bitten

by a rabid dog he recommends: "Take the liver of the dog that bit him,

roast it in the fire and give it to the patient before he begins to bark, for

after that there is no cure."
,"" The Jerusalem Talmud tells us that Rabbi

ludah ha-Xasi gave liver to his German servant in a futile attempt to cure

him of rabies.
,] " The Book of Secrets includes an antidote for the venom

of scorpions'. "Pound aubergines and garlic, and rub it on the

bite. Cover the patient until he sweats profusely."311 For a bee or wasp

sting Vital advises the sufferer to "pulverize one kernel of grapes and rub

it on the spot.""
2

To repel and eliminate tleas he recommends: (a) that one use a bearskin

mattress, which the fleas will avoid, (h) that one place the tail of a fox on

the floor of a house; the following clay, when one finds it infested with

fleas, put it in water to exterminate them." 1

' To prevent tleas from entering

I, Conrad, The Plug/te in lb? /:,/rh ,\i ediend Near h.asl (PhD ilissiTtnrion;,££££££££

innovation!-" (IRAS); for a descripti.

s,*;$sv.TKs

.(1-.lt R-nwilv i-t-L-nminumiuL]

>e (fol 24b, no. 1 74) h



s of small children Vital recommends mat parents apply olive oil to

:a around the ears;
314

to prevent raosquitos from stinging a child's

le should apply olive oil to his face.
11

' For fleas on a woman's head
i salve prepared from sulphur and olive oil which must be

rubbed into the roots of her hair.
116

To kill mice Vital recommends the following recipe:

p:iz; ill tfli'tt:;

prevent people living there from drinking it,'
1 "

„i 5„„ . . . A„o

To chase mice from one's house Vital quotes a formula of R. Nethan'el

ha-Tokhen, which he has illustrated with four sketches of a mouse:

To prevent ants from getting n a pot of honey Vital recommends the

following praxis: "Put the pot of honey where you v

your breath, lift the pot up, and set it down again. Ants will not enter it as

long as it is not removed from its place."
321 '

P/i/a/w. Viral evidently devoted much effort to different natural and magical

remedies for plagues, and to the regimens appropriate in times of plague.
121

The Book of Secrets includes two different versions of an amulet against

»Fol.Ub,„o.41.

''

See AltVflJ Sl^cl
.
Irvh.v, .\;

M>i»;,n. ih-hfl .blbiiHo: | enrt-

109a, no. 168; for a praxis to preven, : mice from eating

» Fol.'64a, no. 99."For a recipe t< , rcpe, «, « fol.



the plague, illustrated with two drawings. With regard to the second amulet

Vital remarks: "1 have seen [the following] written: 1 heard from R.

Nethan'el that his beloved MagjjjtF® told him [how to construct this

amulet], which he tried in Alexandria in the year 1579 when more than

three hundred persons died of the plague. He tried it on 48 persons and

all of them were saved.
ml,

Vital remarks that in times of plague two differ-

ent regimens arc appropriate, one for the healthy, which is called the "regi-

men of health", and the second for those stricken by the plague.

Moreover, two distinct regimens of health mav be delineated; one, involves

Kiiinvaimt, Names, and Bible verses,'"
1

and the other natural techniques/25

Vital's discussion of the plague probably reflects his own experience during

the epidemics which occurred with terrible frequency during his lifetime in

Syria and Palestine. 326 Indeed, his master, Isaac Luria, died in the Safed

plague of 1572, a tragedy which drastically altered the course of Vital's

life.
327

I'mlogy; In a brief, but significant theoretical discourse entitled "Yedi'at ha-

Sheten bc-Qizzur" (A brief study of urine),
m

Vital prefaces his remarks

with a review of the first principles of medieval medicine: health depends

on the balance of the four humours in the human both' [blood, phlegm,

yellow bile, and black bile) and their qualities (warm, moist, dry and cold);

illness results when this balance is disturbed. In accordance with the gener-

al principle of milrar'ui coutmriis atnmhtr. Vital prescribes hot remedies for

diseases caused by cold, and cold remedies for diseases caused by heat.

After this introduction he describes the formation of the urine in the

human body and its use for medical diagnosis (uroscopy), based on its dif-

ferent colours and its consistency."*'

C RJ. ;
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Cos/iniics: The Book of Secrets offers a wide variety of formulae for cos-

metics. Since traditional perfumes were very expensive, there were many

attempts to substitute cheap concoctions for the authentic ingredients.

Recipes for such spurious cosmetics can be found in the works of various

Arab authors; one of the most famous is nl-Mnkhtar [I kdshf dl-asiw- (The

selection in the unveiling of secrets) by al-Jawbar! (13th century). This

work has been described us "a concise encyclopaedia oi tricks, practices,

and devices used by fraudulent Sufis, f.ilse alchemists, beggars, impostors,

jugglers, quacks ctc."
,,(l

In this "tradition" Vital explains how to formulate

a substitute for civet, a mixture which, he claims, is called "butana" by the

falsifiers. He instructs one to "take muscat nut [oil], warm it in the fire,

melt virgin white wax into it until it becomes a soft unction like [real]

civet, and mix. If you do not find the aforementioned oil, mix it with the

oil which is used to blacken the flesh side of strips of hide.""
1 Another

important ingredient in cosmetics is ambergris. According to al-Zahrawl (d.

1013) the best ambergris is "that which is free from sand, dirt, and the

odor of the whale. It is hot and has a strong, pleasant aroma.""2 To test

the authenticity of ambergris which, Vital remarks, "derives from a big fish

called Inihihr''" he recommends the following method: "put one dinar of

gold on a coal fire until it turns red; put some of the [suspect] ambergris

on it; if the ambergris does not adhere to it at all, it is of a good quality,

and unmixed."33'

To lighten a woman's skin Vital prescribes a cream prepared from mer-

cury and corrosive sublimate. "" To remove freckles (pecas) he recommends

a cream concocted from lemon juice and eggshells; another method
involves the nightly application of bat's blood to the freckles.

33° And to

make one's face more radiant and beautiful, Vital suggests that one wash it

every morning with nhixnn svntfiw uiyiii ard/uiln,'" which, he claims, is also

* is Arabic "^ (whale); cf. Spanish balkna.

'* FoL 64b, no. 115. For a test for balsam oil sec fol. 85b, no. 56.



'

an effective treatment

growth; repealed applic

also recommends (

for dyeing one's hair golde

•rinldes."
8

Bat's blood is said to inhibit hair

of parsley {pvrejih juice to stimulate it."
5 Vital

encourage [he growth ot oncV heard, and

d or black.
1 "' A formula for eve shadow

Astmfagy: The combination of medicine and astrology, called iatromathe-

matics, is an ancient tradition which left some traces in Islamic medical lit-

erature; the classical compendia do not discuss it. However, al-Taban

includes an extensive exposition of the fundamentals of iatromathematics

in his Firdaws al-hikma? 1 and al-RazT (865-923) devoted a chapter of his K.

al-fySiVl (Liber continent) to it
343 Moreover, several Arab physicians were

renowned astrologers.
1 " Vital's familiarity with medieval astronomy is

attested by his Si-frr hti-Tvkhmhiif*-\ and, if the attribution of Goral Kodesh to

Vital is correct, he was adept at astrology as well.'
14
" Some of Vital's med-

ical praxes are contingent upon astrological conditions. For instance, a cure

for diarrhea — three-year-old cascaval cheese — must be taken when the

moon is waning.
1

'
7

Vital also includes two magic circles which, he claims, will enable one to

calculate whether a sick person will recover from his illness or die.
148 A

similar calculation can be found in Moshe Gallena's Sefer Hokhmat ba-Yad.M*

1 \-ii-riihtn mediant*. To the field of veterinary medicine belongs this proce-

dure for a hen with a torn crop:



For a hen picked so violently on the head by roosters that her skull

became exposed, Vital recommends application of very fine ash, without

admixture of charcoal or sand.
151 When jumping or other activity causes an

egg to become lodged inside a hen and she cannot lay it, one should grasp

her wings with both hands and turn her upside down thrice, or let her

drink some olive or sesame oil.
352

Poisons: At the end of our survey of the medical components of Vital's

Book of Secrets, it is noteworthy that he includes techniques for maiming
or killing, as well as for healing. One destructive perscription is: "A won-
derful poison to kill someone: Take nitric acid after it has been used to

separate gold and silver; gi\e him onlv one dhikuii, and ir will undniibrediv

kill him. Test it first on a dog." 131 To blind someone Vital recommends
that one grind the nest of a house sparrow into powder and strew it in his

///. Technology

1. Drink, and food: In Hayyim Vital's day Safed was an important centre

for the production and sale of numerous agricultural products, such as

wine, honey, cheese, oil, and fruits, which were traded in a special mar-

ket."' Wines figure prominently in the Book of Secrets and Vital includes

recipes for the following varieiies; (a) boiled grape wine, that remains good

for two years."" (b) Raisin wine, which, he claims, is superior to that pre-

pared from grapes. 1 ''
(c) 'Instant' raisin wine, which may

quickly, but remains good for no more than two months.358
(d) Wir



Vital describes the preparation of several milk products: yoghurt {baiav

Limitral), yagmli)?'' buttermilk iqaiibam):^ and groats (ktsbkt).''"
1 He also

includes recipes for the preparation of such diverse foods as grape and
raisin honey, raisins,"'-

5

sweets called "halijwar",
:

prepared from honey,

sweets called
L

'halijwfit tahTniva'", prepared from honey and sesame-seed

meal, 365
dried figs, artificially sweetened figs,

1"" and starch {ahmdon; nasban).™

A recipe for the preparation of leavened bread without the inclusion of

Vital remarks that this method is especially good for the evening after

Passover, for thus one need not use yeast acquired from the Gentiles to

make leavened bread. The entire method suggested by Vital is somewhat
confusing; either way one has to start with the Gentiles

1

yeast, since after

Passover, the Jewish community has no yeast at all. The advantages of the

method are that one need not include substantial amounts of the Gentiles'

yeast, and that one can limit the use of the Gentiles' yeast to indirect con-

tact. Again, to prepare meat quicklv Vital suggests several recipes, one of

which reads:



To create a paper trying pan that will nor burn when used for frying

eggs or fish, Vital instructs one to fold the paper double and put oil

inside.-
1™ He suggests that, if one wishes various foods to 'jump' when fried

or boiled, one should put mercury in the pan.
171

Similarly, to make a chick-

en revolve on the spit by itself, Vital recommends that one put mercury

between the skin and flesh of the chicken.'"2 To remove salt from food

one should add a piece of charcoal to the pot, for the charcoal will absorb

the salt.
17 '

2. The removal of spots on oar/wats and other nmterals: The Book of Secrets

includes recipes for the removal of oil, ink, and wine spots from garments,

and, particularly, from wool, silk,'"'
1 and linen.'"' For garments in general the

author recommends that one "pound the root of galingalc, and soak it in

water overnight; in the morning boil the water, and put ihe garment in it."

He also mentions methods for cleaning materials such as paper.
11,

3. The dyeing ofgarments: 16th century Safed was famous for the production

and sale of garments, which centred in a special market. 1
''7
Dyeing was an

important facet of the textile industry and it is not surprising that Vital

includes formulae for several dyes in his Book of Secrets. The following

recipe for a dye from Armenian earth [ho! ani/eii)ke
s
~
f
\ IJn armani)™

is typical:

Al-Hassan-Hill discuss dyes prepared from insects of the Coccidac lamily,

from the madder plant, and from the privet henna, but they do not men-

tion "Armenian earth." However, they refer to the fact that "classical and

later literature does nor reveal the whole range of dyes aetualK used



because these involved craft secrets which were never committed to writ-

ing but only handed down from father to son." 5sl

To dye a garment green ia/i/an/lo) Viral recommends that one first boil it

with alum and then in ;i ilunon; "" to impart a perma-

nent blue colour to a garment he suggests a complex recipe which includes

urine and indigo.-
1"'' The indigo plant, the main source of blue dyes, was

cultivated in Palestine/" and must have been familiar to Vital.

The Book of Secrets also includes techniques to restore the colour of

garments spoiled in transit by the moisture of sea water,™ and colours

bleached by acidic fruit juice or vinegar.
187

4. The reston.ilmi of precious slims: Interest in minerals and their properties

was wide-spread in antiquity. Many early writers on herbs also wrote on

minerals. Theophrastus, Dioscuridcs, Pliny and others discussed the mytho-

logical and medicinal aspects of minerals in their works. In medieval

Christendom the lapidary of Marbode of Rennes (11th century') enjoyed a

tremendous popularity.-** Marbode placed "an emphasis on the mystical

and practical virtues of each stone.'""' Muslim writers exhibited a multi-

faceted interest in stones. Minerals and their properties were described in

medical, commercial, technical, and chemical literature, and especially in a

variety of books, primarily magical in content, which were devoted to the

subject. One representative of the latter genre was ascribed to Aristotle.
3 '10

Vital's Book of Secrets contains a technique for the restoration of the

turquoise: "If you rub turquoise stones which are green as leek" 1 with

pounded almonds they will regain their bluish colour . . . They will stay

like that as long as they are not washed; but if they are washed, they will

n-\\ remain like that for fifteen or twenty davs.'"
:
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Coral was traditionally associated with precious stones (jawahh); al-TTfashT

(13th century) describing it in detail, observes that coral participates both

in the nature of a stone, because of its petrification, and in that of a plant

because it grows on the bottom of the sea like a tree with branches.

Various Arab authors — for example Yayut (d. 1229) — inform us that

the coral won from the sea had a brown crust. It was then abraded until it

took on its characteristic shiny red colour and was sold on the market.™

AbBTrunT states, in the name of al-Kindl, that oil restores the lustre of

coral.
394 To restore its colour and shine Vital suggests that one rub coral,

which is called al-i/mrjcm^ with pounded nuts.""" In another passage he rec-

ommends that one "smear [the coral] with linseed oil or olive oil, put it in

a warm bread that has just been taken out of the oven, leave it there for

half an hour until it has completely cooled, and then rub it clean with a

piece of linen cloth."""

Pearls, like coral, were placed in the same category as minerals despite

the fact that they are the products of marine animals rather than of geo-

logical processes. It is generally agreed in Islamic literature that the beauty

of pearls depends upon the following four qualities: whiteness, purity,

roundness, and brilliance.''" Gmsequcnrlv, techniques to restore the colour

or lustre of pearls were highly valued; al-BlrunT describes different proce-

dures to correct discolorations of pearls,
395 In the same tradition, Vital

report's that pearls — which conicmponirv experts claimed would disinte-

grate after 600 years 4"" — may be restored to their original beauty using a

variety of techniques:

"" Yaqut, Mu'jam al-butdan, ed. Wustenfeld, 6 vols., Leipzig

w Al-BlrunT, op. cit., note 392 above, p. 192; cf. Wiedemann, op.

m (A. Dietrich).

1 above, pp. 178-185, and Clement-Mullet, op.



5. Inks and reeds for irnl/wr. Rabbinic literature distinguishes between per-

::\uR-ni and i mi! -jxtm yawl nr inks in!-. pn > pe r was prepared 'rum a n livmre

of oil and resin which hardened, and to which water was added. The most

permanent ink was made by adding iron sulphate or vitriol to the conven-

tional formula. Non-permanent inks were prepared from "taria water" (a

wine derivative), fruit juices and juice of gall nuts.'"' In Roman literature

we find similar references to must and to mulberry juice.
1
"" 1 The Romans

also used an ink prepared from the rind of the ash-tree, an ingredient

which appears in Rabbinic lueralure as we/ n/ehu (juice ot the ash- tree)."
1 "-

This ink figures in the following tradition, recorded in the Jerusalem

Talmud: "These people of the East are very cunning, When one of them

wishes to write a letter in secret writing to his friend, he writes it with

melon water (///« melon - juice of the ash-tree), and when the recipient

receives it he pours ink over it and is able to decipher the writing."'"" This

tradition clearlv assigns an eastern i'Baln Ionian Ass\ nan; origin to the pro-

duction and use of invisible ink. The potential benefits of invisible ink

were thoroughly discussed in the Arabic tradition. For instance, in

al-Mu
e
izz ibn BadTs' monograph (11th century) on bookbinding, an entire

chapter, entitled "On recording secrets,""
11

is devoted to invisible inks.

Such inks are a recurrent subject in the literary genre known as kbmvass,

which has been described above.*™

Vital may be presumed to have been intimately familiar with the tech-

niques and materials of the scribes. His father, '\'oscf, was a scribe by

trade."' Thus, Vital grew up among the reeds, parchment and inks that a

part of the trade. Moreover, Viral himself was a prolific wr'

kniuss, Ttt/wnil/.whf . Ur/wi/'i^,; 3 vols., Leipzig 1'

If.. cnl._6-U, s .v. "\\ri,inK"'(L. I. Rabin. wit/).'

" u
Cf. Leopold I ;, Leipzig U

T| V 1111 H ( 411 Jl t ki uss p at note 403 ibove, vol.

1 .iu'U'iuj-K!t_-L.iu
I
milieu, vol. U>, p. r-i i

i tin.- trun^id >n (|uukd i^ :h:it of the H.J.
: ''

Cf. Martin Levey, M?eli,i<r,i! \niiw im'ikmnkiiiu ,11/11 </.< irblinii it, ,;/r/y ./,

"" See section I, no. 2; m-a^ieul cricK ft



one of the most prolific mystical authors in the Jewish tradition. As such,

he must have learned about writing materials — paper, inks, reeds — from
his own extensive experience.

Vital distinguishes between ink proper (visible ink), invisible inks, and

other kinds of ink. He offers several different formulae for ink proper, all

of which have the same basic ingredients: water, gall-nuts, gum Arabic, and

vitriol.""" For travellers who cannot take liquid ink on their journey he rec-

ommends a powdered ink consisting of pulverized Lrallnuts, gum Arabic

and vitriol: when the traveller dusts his paper with this powder and writes

on it with water, black letters appear.
4 "

Vital's recipe for invisible ink (when the substrate is paper) reads: "After

you have cleaned the pen to remove the ink, write with onion juice. Let

the onion juice dry by itself, and not by [the heat of] the fire. When you
wish the letters to become visible, heat the paper over the fire . .

." Vital

notes that other fluids — such as citron and orange juice, the juice of

unripe grapes, and urine — may be used as invisible ink and concludes

that all fruit juices probably have this characteristic."-' A different kind of

procedure for the secret writing on paper is contained in the following

recipe by Vital: "Write with water of gallnuts only, which have not been

left in the water for a long time, so that they did not become black, and

after a little bit of water has been used for many gallnuts. Let it dry, spread

the fine powder of vitriol"
1

on it and rub it with your finger with a little

bit of your saliva, and the writing will become visible,"
414 Other recipes are

for secret ink on a linen cloth, on an egg, on one's hand palm, or flesh.
415

To erase something written with invisible ink, Vital suggests that one write

over the offending letters with a mixture of one part nitric acid and two
parts white wine."''

Other kinds of ink mentioned by Vital are green ink,
417 and gold ink.

418

The use of gold ink is attested in ancient Jewish sources, which refer to

the custom, later forbidden, of writing Torah and the name of God (i.e.

the Tetragrammaton) in gold, rather than in the traditional black ink.
41 ''

. 152; Encyclopaedia Judaic



According to Low, gold ink was invented by the Jews.
42" However, as

krauss remarks, the only thing that wc know for sure is that it originated

in the Orient. 421 Such inks also occur in non-Jewish sources such as

papyrus Leiden X, a third century Egyptian

than 14 formulae for gold writings-

Vital remarks that the best reed for a pen

at least one year, exposed to the sun in loam

harvested in December or January before its

when the moon is waxing (but not when it

shade.'
25 About the best preparation of the reed he !

smeared with olive oil, hung in smoke or blazing

washed and dried.
424

6. Alatha/ialical calculations: Vital demonstrates how
of a tower or a tree, how to determine which of tw

how to employ a triangle in such calculations.
423

. that which has grown, for

dt clay. The reed should be

growth cycle begins anew,

and dried in the

that it should be

for two months,

IV. Metallurgy and Chemistry*"

Precious metals: 1. Alining of siin-r and gold. In his theoreti

mining and metallurgy Viral remarks that all

seven metals; no on

derives its specific i

in the mixture. He

Ltroduc

if all

:fined metal

element

Vita) suggests the follow

from the unprocessed ore:

form. Thus,

: from the fact that it is the pred(

observes that gold and silver ores contain a layer

^rs the precious metal. Consequently, metallurgists

" and "silver marcasite" with reference to the sub-

^ for the initial separation of metal

5 above, vol. 3, p. 312, n. 155.

h brief notes "V«™,7/>/ ( kwir.ii l-.mv/mi III, 10 (1926), p

- Pah. 12a-b, ni



hn>i: pile of burning woml, si

2. Construction of a fnnmre to mil gold and silver.'-''" This subject is also exten-

sively treated in the Probkrbiichlein and in the De Re Metallica of Georgius

Agricola (16th century).
431

3. Hon- to assay »o/d and silver: to distinguish between gold and al/ato//.
1
''-

Techniques for assaying the purity of" gold and silver by means of a black

silicious stone, the socalled "touchstone," are rooted in antiquity. The
touchstone is mentioned by Theophrastus in his book on stones; Pliny

remarks that this method enables the experts precisely determine the

amount of gold, silver or copper present, "their accuracy being so mar-

velous that they are never mistaken."43* In Arabic literature this method is

recorded by al-HamdanT (10th century) in his monograph on the precious

metals gold and silver.
1

'
1 In the West the touchstone assay is mentioned in

the Probievbiichlein'' and by Agricola. 1 '- Vital mentions six different assays,
437

but explicitly favours the touchstone method:

The effectiveness and accuracy of th

because of the frequent attempts to adul

of forging precious metals

were of great importance

£old and silver, The practice

l the third century Leiden

bvl

'Z££*,'„pcit.n

Gnli;-, op oi

r, /.'. ;.>:< -;-'.ili- ;j't!:ll

'."

:-.:'vii -i.ii;: X'-^;Z:
der <!.,- k : . n u, /.. Mi-.su: j>
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papyrus X, mentioned above. 41" Ibn Khaldun (14th century) describes the

methods of the forgers in greater detail:

Al-Dimashql describes how swindlers forge silver and gold so that the

fraud cannot be detected with the touchstone; he therefore recommends
another method, called al ta' //7/."' Vital also describes processes employed
by the forgers, namely, the improvement of the colour of gold, and the

blanching of silver.

4. To graduate oolik Vital gives several recipes for the improvement of the

colour of gold," 2 and to make it look like gold of twelve, sixteen and

twenty carats.
m One recipe for the improvement of its colour is: "Take

pulverized sal ammoniac (///Is/muI/i),
1 " put the gold in water or in vinegar;

sprinkle the sal ammoniac over it; put the gold into the fire until the sal

ammoniac is completely burned; then extinguish it with water."" 5
Vital also

discusses the improvement of its colour when it has already been formed
into something. He remarks that this is customary with all the goldsmiths.

The best method is, according to him, to redden the gold in the fire until

it becomes like a glowing ember, to take it out of the fire and extinguish it

with water into which sal ammoniac has been melted; to sprinkle the gold

when still moist, with the fine powder of one part of antimony {rilsfitbf),

one part of sal ammoniac, and half a part of alum (a///w).
: '- This process is

mentioned in the Pivlwrb/idile/u as well, which recommends many different

mixtures. 447 Sisco and Smith remark that "though this was supposed to



improve density, color, and purity, the fluxes would generally add some
copper and would enhance onlv the color."448

5. To purify gold and siiveid'"' Vital recommends the following method of

purifying precious metals mixed with copper: "hirst assess how much cop-

per is mixed with it; then melt the metal and slowly add a quantity of salt-

peter equivalent to that of the copper. Pour the molten metal and saltpeter

into the iron channel {IJari- ba- Bar-el), and you will find purified silver at

one end (bi-Oe-rb ba-Sharvif) and the burned copper, looking like antimony

and brittle as dust, at the other end. Strike the metal with a hammer, and

the silver will remain intact, but the copper will disintegrate like dust."
450

Vital remarks that he did not find this technique in any book, but tried it

himself with success. He is critical of a purification process employed by
goldsmiths; it is, he claims, only efficacious for pure tying silver.

4" 1

6. To make gold and o/bvr nnlais walk-able.'' Viral describes several methods

to enhance the malleability of gold, whether unadulterated or mixed with

copper, antimony, tin, etc. One process derived from an unknown source

and recommended for gold and silver, involves the addition of fine salt

and a soludon of urine and saltpeter to the molten metal. Vital remarks

that when he tested this process on impure gold, the metal became more
malleable, bui ihe improvement was insufficient.

45-1

7. To separate s/lrer /row gold by weans of nitr/e acid:" L nfortunarcly, the text

is difficult to read because it has been obliterated, possibly to ensure the

secrecy of the technique, which like the process of smelting with antimony

sulphide, had been recently introduced by the Pmbierbikblein^

Copper tin and had. Although much of Vital's text treats the precious met-

als, gold and silver, it also includes techniques invoking copper, tin and
lead. A brief survey of these techniques sheds more light on the extent of

Vital's metallurgical expertise: (a) A technique to burn copper, so that it

becomes like antimony in nature and colour, involves the addition of an

equivalent amount of saltpeter to the molten copper.'''' Vital notes that he

did not discover this method in a book; it was an unintended result of his

-9; fob, 93b-94a (deri

. 39b, no. 53.

s. 39b-«a, no. 57; se>



experimental work, (b) To hasten the process of melting Vital suggests that

one pour a small quantity of sal ammoniac on the metal in the furnace.
457

(c) To blanch copper he recommends that one melt ten dkhams of the

metal, add one dirham of arsenic blanc (ndj/ hnwi),'-* wait until it boils and
the smoke clears, and pour it into the iron channel.' 5 '

1

(d) Techniques to

burn (caivitteii) tin and lead.
11 " 1

(e) Methods of purifying tin.
4 '''' About one

such method, which involves boiling the tin in olive oil, Vital remarks that

he tried it without success, and that another (evidently untested) technique

— with wax, rather than olive oil — may prove more efficacious. 4 ''2
(f)

Praxes to transform tin into silver.*
63

(g) Methods to purefv and harden

lead."'
4 One of the formulae instructs the metallurgist to repeatedly pour

the molten lead into a solution of vinegar and salt. The final product will,

when struck with a stone, have the clear tone that is characteristic of pure

metals, (h) An effective means to redden lead, suggests Vital, is to expose

lead to a solution of vitriol and lemon juice.
4"

Among the theoretical subjects discussed bv Vital is the characteristics

that differentiate tin and lead from other metals. To the two characteristics

noted in the Berghiichkii?
uh — namely, smell and brittleness — Vital adds

four others: fusibility, softness, sound, and tendency to produce slag.
4 ' 1

"

Forgery andfraud: The element of forgery and fraud implicit in some of the

processes described above, becomes explicit in Viml's description of differ-

ent means to debase coins. It should be noted that sixteenth century Safed

was known for its trade in gold and silver coins, an activity that revolved

about a special market. 4''"

The Book of Secrets includes a technique to increase the weight of a

gold coin. 1 "" First, Vital explains, one must apply a compound of
cinnabar4 " and fat to the surfaces of the coin, then rub the com lightly and

41a, no

BenZ*
41b, nc

I U above, p. 44.

ft:
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slowly with ashes and water. Another way to defraud the public is to shave

a thin layer of gold or silver from the edge of a coin. To avoid suspicion

Vital suggests that, in the case of a gold coin, one rub the newly exposed
metal with a potsherd lubricated with water or saliva.

471

Another set of techniques enables one to alter the appearance of coins.

Vital explains how to make a new silver com look old and vice versa.
4 "- He

offers several formulae for blanching copper coins so that they appear to

be silver.
473 One such formula involves a compound of one part verdigris

(/T/r/cAj, two parts sal ammoniac, and two parts corrosive sublimate. 4 ' 4
Vital

includes a description of a plating process which can be employed to give

inexpensive copper coins the appearance of valuable silver pieces.
4 "' One

must clean the surface of the copper coin, rub a potassium tartrate

((army'' and saltpeter compound into the surfaces with saliva, immerse the

coin in nitric acid overnight, and repeat the procedure. Vital also includes

techniques for engraving iron and for making an iron die for minting
coins,4 ""

a subject treated extensively by al-Hamdanl. 478

Chew/shy; cmipoainls <md jvocahim. Vital's Book of Secrets contains formulae

for the production of chemical compounds such as nitric acid,
471

' antimo-

ny,48
" corrosive sublimate,481 ceruse {blanqeti)^ saltpeter (sainitri)™ mayim

sernfnn or aqitardhnte™ and sal votabile (mloh shvtvn)^ obtained by distilling

urine.
41"' His description of various techniques to "kill" (i.e. solidify) mer-

cury reveals him as a chemist familiar with new developments and new ter-

minology,4*7
for, as Multhauf remarks, there was "an increasing conviction



imong chemists in the seventeenth centurv of die desirability of appending

:o a recipe some reference to the character of the reaction, which they

^cncnillv rendered in anthropomorphic terms.

"

4W

Further testimony to Vital's experience as a chemist and metallurgist

nay be found in the following warning which he included in his Book of

Alchemy: Although alchemy as such is virtually absent in the chemical and

metallurgical procedures discussed above, it figures prominently in the fol-

lowing text, which Vital quotes from an unknown source {Ketuvah ba-

Sefarim):

The theory expressed in this quotation is the fundamental alchemical doc-

trine of the transmutation of the base metals into precious ones. The divi-

sion of the minerals in three classes — bodies, souls, and spirits — is that

of Arabic alchemy, although the Arab alchemists generally regard mercury

as "spirit" rather than as "soul". The method of transmutation described in



this quotation, the creation of an elixir, is predominant in Arabic alchemy.

Finally the use of the terms "yeast" and "dough" ro describe the elixir and

base metal, respectively, also reflects the standard terminology of Arabic

alchemy.4 ''4

Folklore, superstition and astrology

Scattered throughout ViiaPs Book of Secrets are praxes and prescriptions

that belong, not to the categories surveyed above, but rather to the ill-

defined realm of folklore and superstition. l
:or example, Vital suggests thai

"one may distinguish between a virgin and a married woman by the length

of their stride, for the stride or a virgin is shorter than that of a married

woman; two strides of a virgin are equivalent to the length of an Ottoman
arrow which is shorter than an Arab arrow."

495 The story in TB Sbabbat

which links long strides to loss of virginity is probably related to this.**

Vital also recommends a technique to ensure that roosters placed together

do not fight: "Dip the feet of both roosters in a bowl of water."*
97

In a

similar vein he warns that "if one spits on the fire . . . pustules will

appear on one's pal are and tongue." 4 ''"

Another section of the Book of Secrets includes a series of traditions

that may stem from medieval Ashkenaz. Viral reports: "I have heard, and

have also seen some evidence that one who serves as cantor during the

Ne'ikh prayer on the Day of Atonement is at risk that year. It is said that

there is no danger if he serves as cantor for another prayer, as well, such

as Minhah or Shahar/I of the Day of Atonement . . . or the Mnsaf prayer of

New Year." 4 '
1
" Similarly Vital claims that "every Rav Ycshivah who studies

tractate Yevamot, or Nuhhib. or Barn Batra in his Yeshivah risks dying

before he completes it; (derived rmm| RashiV commentary on Ihir,! Bii/m.

My teacher [Isaac l.uria|, ot blessed memory, died when he was studying

the tractate Yevamot with his students.

"

5M The notion that some tractate —
especially those associated with mourning — pose a risk to those who
study them publicly is rooted in Scfer Ijas/cliw:"'' Some people tried to coun-

n Margflliurh, kmsak™



teract these risks by fasting before they began to study the t

question. Hayyim Benveniste (d. 1673) refers to a tradition among the Jews

of Constantinople to avoid public study of the tractates
(

Eruvin, Niddah

;ind )'cra/t/o/\ the initial letters of which hum the acrostic 'tin/ (impover-

ished). He also reports that they avoid Bara Bairn because of its inauspi-

cious name (Batra = final) or because Rashi became (terminally) ill when
writing his commentary on it. He comments tartly: "On their explanation,

they should be all the more fearful of (studying] tractate Muk.kot, in which

[i.e., while commenting on it] Rashi died.""
12

Vital also warns that one

should not serve as saudaef"'" twice in the same year, lest one of the chil-

dren die.
504 He appends a similar tradition, attributed to R. Judah he-Hasid:

"One should not be samhq for two brothers, sons of the same father."
5115

Vital mentions a "terrifying' procedure, evidently of medieval Ashkenazi

provenance, to ensure the survival of children plagued by early deaths.

Upon the death of a child, "a coffin with a lock should be prepared; the

mother should lock the key in the coffin [with the child's corpse], and

adjure the soul of the dead child not to leave the coffin and enter the

body of her unborn (future) children. R. Judah he-Hasid, knowing that

demons exchange children even when they are in the womb, bound a red

silk thread to the limb of a dead child, subsequently, the red thread was

found on a newborn child." 5'"'

One of the few passages devoted entirely to astrology is divided into

Sha
f
ar ha-Koklhirh/r. winch treats the seven planets that govern the seven

days of the week, and Sha* ar ha-Mal'akhim: which concerns the seven plan-

ets, their angels, and their magical seals.
5
""

( .onchis/on: The Book. />/ Secrets and its .
\;<tbor. The Book of Secrets sheds light

on the vicissitudes of daily life in the 16th century Middle East. It reveals

the fears of ordinary people and the responses of medical practitioners in

an era of recurrent plagues, vermin-borne diseases, and inflated infant mor-

tality rates. It reflects regional economic activity and, particularly, the fabric

and precious metal markets which were so vital to the Safed of Vital's

youth. The Book of Secrets also portrays the trickery that was employed to

entertain as well as to defraud innocents. Thus, Vital's text corroborates

and complements the testimony of other genres of literature, such as med-



ical compendia and travellers guides, and enables us to draw a more
detailed portrait of his socioeconomic milieu.

Vital's Book of Secrets can also be read as the logbook of a 16th

century physician and scientist who kept abreast of new developments in

medicine, chemistry and metallurgy. Although the medical techniques

described in the text often include magical praxes, they reveal a physician

conversant with undent medical theory, medieval pharmacology, and con-

temporary experimental work. As a medical practitioner and scientist Vital

was not content to record the claims of others; he tested, modified and

added to the scientific and technological data that he received. His chem-
istry, for instance, is virtually devoid of alchemical elements and reflects

experimentation as well as erudition, empirical as well as textual study.

Thus, Vital's name should be added to the annals of science.

The Book of Secrets reveals hitherto neglected facets of Hayyim Vital's

personality. Vital, whose fame rests upon his accomplishments as Isaac

Lurk's amanuensis and editor, rather than upon his original work, emerges

from the pages of his Book of Secrets as an independent character, tem-

peramentally at odds with his Master. His early attraction to the magical art

— an attraction that Luna sought to "rectify" — and his later association

with the exorcist Yehoshu'a Album can no longer be viewed as mere
abberrations. Although Vital may not have attempted all the magical praxes

included in the Book of Secrets, the very compilation of such a text sug-

gests an infatuation with magic. When one considers his observations on
the praxes and his claim (however exaggerated) to have penned more than

2,000 amulets against Lilith, one must conclude that, despite Luria's

rebuke, Vital remained actively involved in magic throughout his life.

Kabbalah may have eclipsed magic during those years when, under the

profound impact of his Master, Vital edited and redacted the Lurianic cor-

pus, but magic evidently reasserted its claim in his later years.

In addition to its contribution to a proper evaluation of Vital's personali-

ty and endeavors — an evaluation which, as Scholenr"", noted has yet to

be attempted — the Book of Secrets remains the only representative of

this 16th—17th century literary genre in the Hebrew language and, as such,

is worthy of further study.

ige 63: Vital's own magical activities: From Vital's autobiography we know
at his contemporaries accredited him with magical powers, for in the

ar 1579 an Arab caretaker approaches him, kissed his feet and begged

m for an amulet with the following explanation: "Now I know that you



are a holy man of God. For I am the caretaker of this synagogue and last

night around midnight 1 left the building to relieve myself in the courtyard.

The moon was shining like mid-day, I lifted up my eyes and I saw you fly-

ing in the air and floating over the synagogue for an hour. It was you,

without any doubt." (Sec op. cit., note 2 above, p. 7; transl. Mark Verman
and Shulamit H. Adler, "Path jumping in the Jewish magical tradition,"

Jewish Studies Quarterly, vol. 1 (1993/4), p. 143.)

Pap 65: R. Lappidot: R. Lappidot is no one else but R. Lappidot

Ashkenazi, who, Vital informs us, was a true diviner by means of conjur-

ing the spirits of the dead (necromancy), and whom he visited in the year

1565 (See op. cit., note 2 above, pp. 2-3.)

Page 66: Magical tricks: Magical tricks and illusions are discussed in

Rabbinic literature in the context of the prohibition of magic. It is ruled

that the actual performance of magic is punishable by death, while the cre-

ation of an illusion is allowed (Sec M/shnah \anbcdrin, ch. 7, Mishnah 11; cf.

14-5 Sanhedrin 68a; cf. E.E. Urbach, The sages, /bar concepts and beliefs, translat-

ed by Israel Abrahams, 2 vols. Jerusalem 1979, vol. 1, p. 100). In medieval

western Europe we find rich collections of magical tricks, especially in

\1SS dating from the 14th and 15th centuries. A fine example is provided

bv the note-book ot Thomas Betson Hate 15th centurv), a monk at Syon

Abbey in Middlesex. (See Richard Kieckhefer, Magic in the Middle Ages,

Cambridge 1990, pp. 90-4).

IKk's 67; Oe/i~at ba-Dcrekb: for an extensive account of this praxis in Jewish

literature see Verman-Adler, op. cit. Hayyim Joseph David Azulai

(1724-1806) has preserved a popular tradition that Vital himself used this

Technique and jumped riom Jerusalem to Damascus in order to escape the

wrath of an Arabic prince (Vcrman-Adler, ibid., p. 143; for another

account of Vital's use of this technique see ibid.).

Page 70: The opening of the heart (n. 146): See as well Joseph Naveh-

Sha'ul Shaked, Magic spells and formulae, Jerusalem 1993, pp. 160, 176, 181.

Page 75: Magical use of iron (n, 188): See as well Blau, op. cit., note 125

above, p. 66; Naveh-Shaked, op. cit., note 148 above, p. 121, n. 23; idem,

Magic spells andformulae, pp. 154, 157.

Page S3: Contraceptives and abortifacients: Contraception was restricted by

Jewish law to the case of a minor, expectant, or nursing mother, while

abortion was only allowed in cases in which the mother's life was endan-

gered (See as well Immanuel jakobovits, jcu-ish medical ethics. New York,

1959, pp. 167-9; idem art. "Birth control" Encyclopaedia f/ida/ca, vol. 4, cols.

1053-4),



Page 85: On Lilith: Vital's belief in the danger and power of Lilith is also

evident from the fact that according to him she holds sway over male

infants for 40 days and over female infants for 60 days {Sefer ha-Uqqutim,

Jerusalem 1913, fol. 6b), and not for 8 and 12 days respectively as stipulat-

ed in the - Uphabet of Ben Sim (Eli Yassif, Sippurei Ben Sim bi-Yemei ha-

Bemj/yim, Jerusalem 1984, p. 232, II. 8-10; Scholem, op. cit., note 1 above,

p. 359, mentions a period of 20 days instead of 12 days for female

infants). An indication for the immanent danger of Lilith is, according to

Vital, if an infant laughs during his sleep, for then Lilith is playing with

him. To avert the danger one should tap rhe infant on his nose. This was,

as Scholem remarks, commonly believed from the 1 6th century (Vital, Sefer

hti-1jqqntim, fol. ""He; Scholem, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 359).

Page 107: Vital's warning against the danger of inhaling the vapours of dif-

ferent chemicals: 1 low dangerous these kinds of vapours actually can be

we are informed by the autobiography of Leon Modena (1571-1648),

Italian rabbi, scholar, and writer, who lived one generation after Vital, and

who lost his son Mordecai as a result of his chemical experiments. Having

mentioned his son's experiment of making ten ounces of pure silver from
nine ounces of lead and one of silver, Leon Modena remarks: "On the

holiday of Sukkot 5376 [October 15-23, 1615], much blood from
Mordecai's head suddenly started flowing out of his mouth, and from then

on he ceased to engage in that craft (i.e. alchemy) because he was told that

ssibly the vapors and smoke from the arsenic and salts that

had done harm to his head. He remained like this for two years until hi;

death, limiting himself to some light activities" (See Me.rk R. Cohen, ed

and transl., The c/;:/ohif.^m/>/./y o! ,:t sr/r/jfecn/lhce/ifN/y I 'eiletian Rabbi, Leor

Modem's Life offmhih, Princeton 1988).


